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Femtosecond spectroscopy of condensed phases with chirped supercontinuum probing

S. A. Kovalenko,* A. L. Dobryakov,† J. Ruthmann,‡ and N. P. Ernsting§

Institut für Physikalische und Theoretische Chemie, Humboldt Universita¨t, D-10117 Berlin, Germany
~Received 25 June 1998!

Pump–supercontinuum-probe~PSCP! spectroscopy with femtosecond time resolution is developed theoreti-
cally and experimentally. The connection to previous theoretical results on nonchirped probing is established.
It is experimentally shown that the supercontinuum can be described as a single chirped pulse. A key problem
of the technique—the precise time correction of transient spectra—is solved by monitoring the nonresonant
electronic response from a pure solvent~liquids! or from a transparent substrate~solid films!. This allows for
an adequate characterization of the supercontinuum, in particular, for directly measuring the spectral depen-
dence of the pump-probe cross correlation. For 50-fs pump pulses, a theoretical estimate gives an accuracy for
the time correction of 10 fs, which is typically'1/30 of the supercontinuum pulse duration. Hence a time
resolution of 10–20 fs can be experimentally realized. Contributions to the nonresonant transient signal from
high-frequency Raman excitations and from low-frequency impulsive-stimulated Raman processes are dis-
cussed. The PSCP technique is illustrated by results from experiments with fused silica and several common
solvents and with a chromophore in solution.@S1050-2947~99!03303-X#

PACS number~s!: 42.65.Re, 42.65.2k
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I. INTRODUCTION

Broadband femtosecond pump-probe spectroscopy
Fourier transform-limited pulses has been developed exp
mentally@1–4# and theoretically@2,5–11# during the last de-
cade and shown to be a powerful tool for studying ultraf
processes in molecules and their environment. Curre
available 5–10-fs pulses provide a spectral width of m
than 1000 cm21, which, however, is still not enough to cha
acterize, for example, transient spectra of polar chromoph
in dipolar liquids. In the condensed phase, vibronic tran
tions are broadened considerably by interaction with the
vironment. Monitoring the ultrafast evolution requires bro
spectral coverage~typically of 10 000 cm21! in order to ex-
pose spectral structure as well as its ultrafast diffusion
drift. A natural way to satisfy this condition, while preser
ing high time resolution, is to apply a supercontinuum@12–
14# ~SC! as a probe. Recently this pump–supercontinuu
probe ~PSCP! spectroscopy has proved its efficiency f
monitoring femtosecond response in both liquids@15–27#
and solids@28,29#. But the use of supercontinuum probin
poses the question as to what extent theories@2,5–11# devel-
oped for transform-limited nonchirped~NC! probe pulses are
applicable for the PSCP spectroscopy.

It is well known that the supercontinuum is chirped due
self-phase modulation and group velocity dispersion in
material in which it is generated. Hence different spec
components of the probe enter the sample at different ti
for any specific setting of the pump-probe delay. In an int
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tive approach, which is usually taken implicitly, the supe
continuum is represented as a single chirped pulse, w
spectral components which interact with the pump indep
dently and do not influence each other. This implies that
time-corrected PSCP signal can be described by the theo
developed for NC probe pulses. However, this approach
limits, and consequences have not been rigorously discu
yet, although the femtosecond PSCP technique may be
sidered to have started@12# in 1982. This lack of a theoreti-
cal basis forced some workers either to measure only at fi
wavelengths@17,20,26#, which is time consuming and lead
to a loss of spectral resolution~because the signal is usual
measured with 10–20-nm steps!, or to avoid the region of
pump-probe pulse overlap@15,18#, which deteriorates the
time resolution. Note that the SC pulse duration is typica
hundreds of fs, while the pump pulse can be adjusted t
few tens of fs. Hence, with a proper treatment of a PS
experiment, one can expect an order of magnitude impro
ment for the time resolution.

A further important problem concerns the time correcti
procedure itself. In general, it may be performed by repl
ing the investigated medium with a nonlinear crystal a
measuring the upconverted signal for different probe wa
lengths@14#. However, in practice, this is not convenient an
may introduce errors. As has been shown by us earlier@21#,
there is a more direct and precise method for time correc
by monitoring the nonresonant coherent signal either fr
pure solvents~liquids! or from a transparent substrate~solid
films!. A considerable advantage for resonant measureme
in addition to the adequate characterization of the superc
tinuum, is that the nonresonant contribution can be s
tracted@25# from the total signal to obtain the true transie
absorption spectra by the medium under study. This subt
tion is of particular importance for overlapped pump a
probe pulses to obtain the resonant coherence effects o
These effects have been extensively studied before both
nonchirped@30–34# and chirped pulses@32,35–37#, but in
the degenerate case, when the pump and probe are de
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2370 PRA 59KOVALENKO, DOBRYAKOV, RUTHMANN, AND ERNSTING
from the same source. They have been also discussed
different pump and probe frequencies@2,5,6,8,15,38–40#,
but for NC pulses. For our experimental conditions~chirped
probe and NC pump pulses!, we discuss these contribution
only briefly. Instead, we concentrate on the nonresonant
nal, in which case an analytical expression for the trans
signal can be obtained and comparison with experime
results is straightforward.

Among previous studies with SC probing, the linear ch
representation was first introduced by Walkupet al. @41# to
treat a gas phase experiment with dissociating molecu
They did not explicitly use the time correction procedure, b
calculated the transient signal directly. Later Tokunagaet al.
@42# characterized the supercontinuum as a single non
early chirped pulse and discussed the time correction
their specific transient phase and transmission spectros
with interferometric configuration. This treatment is close
spirit to our approach.

In the present article we establish the theoretical and
perimental background of the PSCP technique. A theory
measurements with SC probing is presented in Sec. II, wh
the supercontinuum is treated as a single chirped p
@21,41,42#. We show that for a general but ‘‘slow’’ respons
function R(t) the simulated transient signal, after time co
rection, is identical to that calculated for NC probe pulses
agreement with the intuitive approach. The difference
tween two types of probing becomes prominent whenR(t) is
fast and resembles ad(t) response. The validity of our trea
ment is tested in Sec. III, where our simulations are co
pared to experimental results obtained for nonresonant~fused
silica, pure solvents! and resonant excitation~a chromophore
in solution!. We summarize the results in Sec. IV. A prelim
nary treatment of some questions discussed in this ar
was already given in Ref.@21#.

II. THEORETICAL

A. Background

In a pump-probe experiment, the electric fieldE(r ,t) in
the sample is given by

E~r ,t !5E1~ t !exp~2 ik1•r !1E2~ t2td!exp~2 ik2•r !1c.c.,
~1!

whereE1(t) andE2(t) are the pump and probe field with
wave vectork1 and k2 , respectively,td is the pump-probe
delay, and c.c. stands for complex conjugate. Throughout
article we consider the sample as a thin optical medium
therefore neglect propagation effects. The differential opt
signal DD(v2 ,td) induced by pumping can be written a
@2,6,8,10#

DD~v2 ,td!522v2 Im@E2* ~v2!P~3!~v2 ,td!#/uE2~v2!u2.
~2!

Here P(3)(v2 ,td) is the third-order polarization, and we in
troduced the Fourier transformT of a function f (t) as

f ~v!5T„f ~ t !…5E
2`

`

dt f~ t !exp~2 ivt !, ~3a!
for
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E2~v2!5E
2`

`

dt E2~ t !exp~2 iv2t !, ~3b!

P~3!~v2 ,td!5E
2`

`

dt P~3!~k2 ,t,td!exp~2 iv2t !. ~3c!

Equation ~2! is written under the conditionuP(3)(v2)u
!uE2(v2)u. In this case,E2(v2) plays the role of a local
oscillator field and the signalDD(v2 ,td) is linearly depen-
dent onP(3)(v2 ,td). Linearity is an important feature of th
pump-probe technique because it allows the subtraction
different contributions ~e.g., from the solvent! to
P(3)(v2 ,td) if they are known or can be measured indepe
dently.

Further, we adopt the treatment of nonlinear spectrosc
developed by Mukamel and co-workers@6,8,40#. Consider a
molecular system with a ground stateug& and excited elec-
tronic statesue& and uf&, in which case the molecular Hamil
tonian is @6,40# H5ug&Hg^gu1ue&He^eu1u f &H f^ f u. When
necessary, each electronic state can be expanded into
bronic eigenstates denoted asua&, ub&, and ug&, respectively.
To keep notation simple, we do not use this expansion
plicitly. The pump pulse is in resonance with theg→e tran-
sition: the probe covers both theg↔e transitions ande→ f
excited-state absorption. The nonlinear polarizat
P(3)(k2 ,t,td) is given by@6#

P~3!~k2 ,t,td!5E
0

`

dt3E
0

`

dt2E
0

`

dt1

3R~3!~ t3 ,t2 ,t1!E~r ,t2t32t22t1!

3E~r ,t2t32t2!E~r ,t2t3! ~4a!

whereR(3)(t3 ,t2 ,t1) is the third-order nonlinear respons
function which is written as

R~3!~ t3 ,t2 ,t1!5 i (
a51

4

@Sa~ t3 ,t2 ,t1!2Sa* ~ t3 ,t2 ,t1!#,

~4b!

S1~ t3 ,t2 ,t1!5 (
v5 f ,g

umveu2umegu2

3^Gve~ t3!Gee~ t2!Gge~ t1!rg&,

S2~ t3 ,t2 ,t1!5 (
v5 f ,g

umveu2umegu2

3^Gve~ t3!Gee~ t2!Geg~ t1!rg&,

S3~ t3 ,t2 ,t1!5 (
v5 f ,g

umveu2umegu2

3^Gve~ t3!Gvg~ t2!Geg~ t1!rg&,

S4~ t3 ,t2 ,t1!5 (
v5 f ,g

umveu2umegu2

3^Gge~ t3!Ggv~ t2!Gge~ t1!rg&. ~4c!
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Heremnm designates the optical transition dipole moment,rg
is the initial equilibrium density matrix in the ground stat
andv5g, f . The Green’s functionsGnm(t) are defined by
its action on a nuclear operatorA as Gnm(t)A[
exp(2iHn t)Aexp(iHm(t)). The asterisk~* ! means the com-
plex conjugate, and̂̄ & denotes averaging over nuclear d
grees of freedom.

As is seen from Eqs.~4a!–~4c!, the system is always in
electronic coherencerge or reg during thet1 period and in
electronic coherencerev or rve during thet3 period. During
the t2 interval, it may be in electronic population statergg or
ree as well as in coherencerg f or r f g . Each termSa or Sa* ,
when combined with the properly ordered pump and pro
field, corresponds to a particular evolution of the syste
starting from the ground staterg . When the system interact
first twice with the pump and then with the probe, this resu
in the so-called sequential contributions to the transient
nal. If the order of interactions is mixed~pump-probe-pump
or probe-pump-pump!, then the coherent, Raman, and tw
photon absorption contributions appear. The coherent te
exist only for overlapped pump and probe pulses, while
quential terms contribute also for well-separated pulses.

Another important difference between the three contri
tions becomes clear when considering the evolution du
the t2 period. For the sequential terms, the system is alw
in a population stateraa or rbb ~we neglect for the momen
an impulsive Raman excitation!, and its evolution is gov-
erned by population relaxation and spectral diffusion p
cesses. In contrast the Raman terms correspond to vibrat
coherences@6,15,39# raa8 and rbb8 , and their evolution is
governed byvibrational dephasing. In the degenerate cas
when the pump and probe frequency are identical, th
terms are known as transient grating contributions@30–34#.
Last, the two-photon absorption terms correspond to e
tronic coherencesrag and rga and are governed byelec-
tronic dephasingduring thet2 period. A typical time scale
for electronic dephasing at room temperature is;10 fs,
while for vibrational dephasing it is often slower than 1 p
Therefore the coherent two-photon absorption terms are
ally much smaller than the Raman contributions.

In the following we assume that the laser pulses are l
compared to electronic dephasing@6,40,43#. In this case the
triple integration Eq.~4a! can be reduced to a single one, a
calculations of the transient signal are greatly simplifie
This approach is sufficient for a comparison between SC
NC probing when one considers only population relaxat
in the excited state of the sample. A triple integration
necessary in the general case, when evaluating the rel
contributions from coherent and sequential terms to the re
nant signal@15,34,40#. This problem will not be discussed i
this article. Then, by substituting Eq.~1! in Eq. ~4a!, we
obtain, in the rotating-wave approximation and at condit
k252k11k11k2 ,

P~3!~k2 ,t,td!52E2~ t2td!E
2`

`

dt8RS~ t2t8!

3E1* ~ t8!E1~ t8!12E1~ t !E
2`

`

dt8

3RR~ t2t8!E1* ~ t8!E2~ t82td!
e
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12E1* ~ t !E
2`

`

dt8R2ph~ t2t8!

3E1~ t8!E2~ t82td!. ~5!

The three terms correspond to the sequential, Raman,
two-photon absorption contributions with their reduced
sponse functionsRS , RR , andR2ph, respectively. Remembe
that the response functions are zero for negative argume
The different structure of the three contributions is best s
for NC probe pulses, in which case Eq.~5! becomes@44#

P~3!~k2 ,t,td!52 exp@ iV2~ t2td!#

3H «2~ t2td!E
2`

`

dt8RS~ t2t8!«1* ~ t8!«1~ t8!

1«1~ t !E
2`

`

dt8RR~ t2t8!«1* ~ t8!

3«2~ t82td!exp@ i ~V12V2!~ t2t8!#1«1* ~ t !

3E
2`

`

dt8R2ph~ t2t8!«1~ t8!«2~ t82td!

3exp@2 i ~V11V2!~ t2t8!#J 1c.c., ~6!

where«1 , «2 andV1 , V2 are the slowly varying amplitude
and central frequency of the pump and probe pulses, res
tively. We see directly that the last two terms contribute on
when the response function has resonances at freque
V17V2 . As discussed above, the two-photon absorpt
term is small compared to the Raman contribution due
ultrafast electronic dephasing. We drop this term in the re
nance case, but it must be taken into account for calculat
of the pure nonresonant electronic contribution~see Sec.
II C!.

B. Supercontinuum versus nonchirped probing

We assume that the pump pulse is a nonchirped Gaus

E1~ t !5a1 exp@2t2/2t1
21 iV1t#, ~7!

with amplitude a1 and durationt1 . The supercontinuum
probe is generally represented by a pulse with an arbitr
chirp. First, we discuss the simple case of linear chirp:

E2~ t !5exp@2t2/2t2
21 i ~V2t1bt2!#, ~8a!

E2~v2!5t2A2p/a exp@2t2
2~v22V2!2/2a#. ~8b!

Here V2 , t2 , andb are the central frequency, pulse dur
tion, and chirp rate, respectively, anda512 i2bt2

2. An in-
tuitive treatment of the PSCP experiment is the followin
The probe pulse has an instantaneous frequencyV2(t)
5V212bt, which is now time dependent. Hence differe
spectral components of the supercontinuum interact with
pump at different delays. Therefore we introduce the
called time-zero functiont0(v2) as

t0~v2!'~v22V2!/2b. ~9!
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Equation~9! defines the actual delay between the pump a
thev2 spectral component of the probe, providedtd has been
set to zero atv25V2 . For positive chirpb.0, the blue
components of the probe follow the red ones, in agreem
with experimental observations. For arbitrary chirp, Eq.~8b!
for the SC field can be written as E2(v2)
5uE2(v2)uexp@iF(v2)#; then, Eq.~9! is generalized to

t0~v2!52]F/]v2[2F8~v2!, ~10!

whereF(v2) is the phase of the supercontinuum. Equat
~10! reduces to Eq.~9! for a linear chirp at condition 2bt2

2

@1, which is usually the case and therefore assumed for
rest of the article. Then the total frequency-dependent pu
probe delaytd(v2) becomes

td~v2!5td1t0~v2!. ~11!

When the time-zero functiont0(v2) is known, the experi-
mental transient spectra can be time corrected and the
response functionsRS,R(t) can be obtained. Let us now con
sider how this approach may be justified in a rigorous w

First, we calculate the differential signalDD(v2 ,td) by
using Eqs.~2!, ~3!, ~5!, and~7!. After some rearrangement
integration in Eq.~5! results in

DD~v2 ,td!52~2v2ua1u2t1 /Ap!Im~JS1JR!, ~12a!

JS5E
2`

`

dVE2* ~v2!E2~v22V!RS~V!

3expS 2
t1

2V2

4
1 iVtdD , ~12b!

JR5~t1 /Ap!E
2`

`

dVE
2`

`

dV8E2* ~v2!

3E2~v22V8!RR~V!expS 2
t1

2

2
@~v22V12V!2

1~V1V82v21V1!2#1 iV8tdD . ~12c!

In Eq. ~12! and below, we putuE2(v2)u51. The two contri-
butionsJS and JR correspond to the sequential and Ram
terms in Eq.~5! andRS,R(V)5T„RS,R(t)….

Next, we model an arbitrary supercontinuumE2(v2) by a
Gaussian asE2(v2)5E2

c(v2)exp@iF(v2)#. Here E2
c(v2)

5exp@2tc
2(v22V2)

2/2# is the amplitude of the SC with a
spectral width of 1/tc andF(v2) is the phase.@An example
of this approximation to an experimental supercontinuum
shown in Fig. 6~a!; for a linear chirp, one hastc

25t2
2/uau2.#

Using this representation and the expansionF(v22V)
'F(v2)2F8(v2)V1F9(v2)V2/2, we rewrite Eqs.~12b!
and ~12c! as

JS5E
2`

`

dV RS~V!exp~2AV21BV!, ~13a!
d

nt

n

he
p-

ue

.

n

s

JR5A2/d exp~B2/4A2B1
2/4A1!

3E
2`

`

dV RR~V!exp~2A1V21B1V!, ~13b!

A5t1
2/41tc

2/22 iF9~v2!/2, ~13c!

B5 i @ td2F8~v2!#1tc
2~v22V2!, ~13d!

where A152A/d, B15(4A(v22V1)2B)/d, and d51
1tc

2/t1
22 iF9(v2)/t1

2.
For population relaxation processes, an arbitrary respo

function can be expressed asRs(V)5(aj /( ig j2V). There-
fore we evaluate the differential signalDD(v2 ,td) in the
simplest caseRs(V)51/(ig2V), whereg is the population
decay rate constant. Similarly for Raman terms, the redu
response function is built from expressionsRR

(1,2)(V)
51/(ign6vn2V), with decay rate constantgn for vibra-
tional coherence at nuclear frequencyvn . The integrals
~13a! and ~13b! are calculated with the relation

E
2`

`

dV
exp~2AV21BV!

V2 ig

5 ip expS B2

4ADW~ igAA2B/2AA!. ~14!

Here W(z) @45# is expressed through the error functio
erfc(2iz) of the complex argumentz:

W~z!5~ i /p!E
2`

`

dt@exp~2t2!#/~z2t !

5exp~2z2!erfc~2 iz!. ~15!

Thus the signal is determined by

JS52 ip exp~B2/4A!W~ igAA2B/2AA!, ~16a!

JR
~1,2!52 ipA2/d exp~B2/4A!

3W~ ignAA12B1/2AA16vnAA1!. ~16b!

Note that the Raman termJR vanishes when@ td1t0(v2)#
@t1 . In this caseW(z);exp(2z2), and Eq.~16b! givesJR

;exp$2@td 1t0(v2)#
2/2t1

2%→0. In the remainder of this sec
tion, we discuss only the first, sequential term in Eq.~5! or
~12a!. We evaluate now the sequential contributionJs to the
resonant signal, at the above condition of nonoverlap
pump and probe pulses, for two limiting cases.

For nonchirped probe pulses, F8(v2)5F9(v2)50,
E2(v2)5exp@2t2

2(v22V2)
2/2#, A5t1

2/41t2
2/2, andB5 i t d

1t2
2(v22V2). Whent2!t1 , one obtains, from Eqs.~12a!

and ~16a!,

DD~v2 ,td!}exp~2gtd1g2t1
2/4!erfc~gt1/22td /t1!

5E
2`

`

dt8RS~ t8!Fcc~ td2t8!, ~17!

whereFcc(t)5exp(2t2 /t1
2) is the pump-probe cross correla

tion. The last equality in Eq.~17! represents the well-known
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relation for the sequential contribution to the pump-pro
signal, which is written here for an arbitrary response fu
tion RS(t).

In case ofchirped probe pulses, one obtains

DD~v2 ,td!52Apv2ua1u2t1$Re@2 exp~g2A1 igB!

2exp~B2/4A!W~B/2AA2 igAA!#%. ~18!

For delay times„td1t0(v2)…@t1 , the second term can b
neglected and the differential signal, as given by the sequ
tial term, becomes

DD~v2 ,td!}Re@exp~g2A1 igB!#

'Re„2 exp$2g@ td1t0~v2!#

1~g2t1
2/4!@122iF9~v2!/t1

2#%…. ~19!

The second term in Eq.~18! contributes whentd(v2),t1 .
For this time interval the signal is given by

DD~v2 ,td!5Re@exp~B2/4A!W~ igAA2B/2AA!#

'exp$2@ td1t0~v2!#2/t1
2%. ~20!

As follows from Eqs.~19! and ~20!, the difference between
nonchirped and chirped probing consists in a temporal s
~time correction! td→td1t0(v2) and an amplitude correc
tion factor (12g4/32b2) which derives from the imaginary
part of the argument in Eq.~19!. Typically b'1023 fs22,
which leads to a small correction to the signal wheng
,(1/20) fs21. This is illustrated in Fig. 1 where the transie
signal, simulated with a linearly chirped probe pul
~circles!, is compared to that obtained with a nonchirp
probe pulse~solid line!. The two signals are indistinguish
able for a wide range ofg.

Supposing that the above estimate is fulfilled, we can
write Eq. ~18! in a form which is similar to Eq.~17!:

DD~v2 ,td!5E
2`

`

dt8RS~ t8!Fcc„td1t0~v2!2t8…. ~21!

Equation~21! constitutes the main result of this subsectio
It confirms that the time-corrected transient signal, wh
measured with chirped probe pulses, is given by the sa
expression as that obtained with NC pulses. It was deri
for a simple response function, but should be valid in gene
too.

Further below we show that the time-zero functiont0(v2)
can be experimentally obtained from the femtosecond
sponse of fused silica, which contains mainly the instan
neous electronic contribution. We shall also discuss ot
contributions to the nonresonant PSCP signal. In the n
resonant case, Eq.~5! is valid exactly and the response fun
tion R(t) can be specified. Therefore the theoretical res
of the following subsection should provide a sensitive t
for the assumption, made above, that the SC probe ca
represented as a single nonlinearly chirped pulse.
e
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C. Nonresonant PSCP spectroscopy

In the nonresonant case, the transient signal can be ca
lated directly from Eqs.~2! and ~5! with the response func
tions RS,R given by @44,46,47#

RS,R~ t ![R~ t !5sed~ t !1sn exp~2gnt !sin~vnt !, t>0.
~22!

Here the first term is the instantaneous electronic respo
with amplitudese . The second term represents high- (vR
[vn@1/t1) or low- (vn<1/t1) frequency nuclear vibra-
tions with vibrational dephasing rate constantgn in the
ground state of the sample. They correspond either to sol
vibrations~intra- and intermolecular! or to phonons in solids.
To be specific, assume a pump pulse duration oft1550 fs.
Then the characteristic wave numbers for low- and hig
frequency modes will be 100 and 1000 cm21, respectively.
The difference between the two types of excitations is t
the high-frequency modes contribute only at fixed probe f
quenciesv25V16vn , while the low-frequency modes, a
well as the coherent electronic part, give a transient sig
over the whole spectral range of probing. Next, we disc
these contributions separately and compare the results
NC and SC probe pulses.

1. Coherent electronic contribution

For transparent media the electronic part of the trans
signal is usually 5–6 times higher in magnitude than t

FIG. 1. Resonance transient signal at a fixed wavelength fo
simple response functionRS(V)51/(ig2V) simulated for linearly
chirped SC probing after time correction@circles, using Eq.~18!#
and for NC probe pulses~solid line!. Parametersg are given as
insets. The other parameters are the same as in Fig. 2. The p
probe cross correlation is shown by a dotted line.
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from low-frequency vibrations@48,49#. In addition, high-
frequency modes may be weak, as in the case of fused s
This material is widely used as windows or substrates
many femtosecond experiments. Therefore its transient
sponse, which contains mainly the instantaneous electr
contribution, is of particular importance. In this case all thr
terms in Eq.~5! become equivalent.

We first discusslinearly chirped probe pulses. Using Eqs.
~8b! and ~12!, we obtain an analytical expression for th
electronic contributionDDe :

DDe~v2 ,td!526v2ua1u2set1 Im$A1/A exp@B2/4A#%,
~23a!

A5t1
2/41t2

2/2a5ht1
2/4, ~23b!

B5 i t d1t2
2~v22V2!/a5 i @ td1t0~v2!#1t0~v2!/2bt2

2,
~23c!

where a512 i2bt2
2, h5(112j2/a), and j5t2 /t1 . The

second equality in Eq.~23c! relates parameterB to the time-
zero functiont0(v2) defined in Eq.~10!. Then the electronic
signal can be written as

DDe~v2 ,td!5212v2ua1u2se /Auhu

3ImH expF2
@ td1t0~v2!#2

ht1
2

1 i
t0~v2!

bt2
2

td1t0~v2!

ht1
2

1S t0~v2!

2bt2
2 D 2

1

t1
2h

2 iw/2G J , ~24!

wherew5arctan (Imh/ Reh). For the practically importan
case when 2bt2

2@1, one hasuhu'1, w'1/bt1
2, and the sig-

nal becomes

DDe'De
0 expF2

@ td1t0~v2!#2

t1
2 G

3sinF 1

2bt1
2
2

@ td1t0~v2!#2

bt1
4

2
t0~v2!@ td1t0~v2!#

bt2
2t1

2 G ,

~25!

with De
0512v2ua1u2se /Auhu. If in addition j5t2 /t1@1,

Eq. ~25! simplifies to

DDe'De
0 exp$2@ td1t0~v2!#2/t1

2%

3sin$1/2bt1
22@ td1t0~v2!#2/bt1

4%. ~26!

Expressions~25! and ~26! must be compared with th
frequency-dependent cross-correlation functionFcc(v,td)
between the pump and supercontinuum probe:
a.
n
e-
ic

e

Fcc~v2 ,td!5U E dt exp~2 iv2t !E2~ t !E1~ t2td!U2

'exp$2@ td1t0~v2!#2/t1
2%. ~27!

Equation~27! describes an experiment@12# in which the field
E(k)}E1E2 is generated in a nonlinear crystal at sum fr
quency v5V11v2 and for noncollinear geometryk5k1
1k2 , and then the spectrally dispersed signal is registe
by a detector. The second equality is obtained at the ab
condition of a fast chirp rate 2bt2

2@1, in which case the
cross-correlation width is equal to the pump pulse durati

As is seen from Eqs.~25! and ~26!, the signal
DDe(v2 ,td) reaches its positive maximum attd5
2t0(v2), that is, at the peak of the cross correlation. Th
the time-zero functiont0(v2) as well as the spectral phas
F(v2)}2*dv2t0(v2) of the supercontinuum can be ex
perimentally derived by measuring the electronic contrib
tion to the transient signal.

Figure 2 shows the transient electronic sign
DDe(v2 ,td) ~solid lines! simulated for different probe wave
lengths with Eq.~25!. The parameters are close to those fro
the experimental section:t1550 fs, b51.731023 fs22,
bt2

2540, j54.4, andlpump5480 nm. The electronic spike
is seen to shift in time with the probe wavelength, as e

FIG. 2. Electronic signalDDe(v2 ,td) ~solid line! calculated
with Eq. ~25! for linearly chirped SC probing: t1550 fs, j54.4,
b51.731023 fs22, bt1

252.2, andbt2
2542. The pump-probe cros

correlationFcc as in Eq.~27! is shown by a dashed line. The pum
pulse is centered at 480 nm. Probe wavelengths are given as in
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pected for chirped probing. The deviation of the maximu
of the signal from true time zero, shown by the peak of
cross correlationFcc(v,td) ~dashed line!, is only a few fs.
Therefore both maxima in the figure are nearly indistingui
able. The accuracy of the time correction can also be e
mated from Eq.~25!. An error to time zero is negligible nea
the pump wavelength, and it increases with detuning fr
the central frequency of the supercontinuum. The maxim
error is of the order of max(uv22V2u/4bj2), which is'8 fs
for the parameters used.

The specific shape of the electronic spike, with a posit
maximum and negative wings before and after time zero
caused by the sine dependence in Eqs.~25! and ~26!. The
amplitude of the wings is determined from the condition th
the time-integrated signal at any probe wavelength mus
zero. This is because the electronic responseRe(V) is a real
function; i.e., there is no net absorption in the nonreson
case. Using Eq.~13!, one obtains

E dtdDDe~v2 ,td!;2Im Re~V50!50. ~28!

Finally, there is a special symmetry of the electronic con
bution relative toV2 , which is connected with the linea
chirp. When substituting (V22v2)→(v22V2) and td→
2td , the signal remains the same, as is seen from Eq.~23!
and from Fig. 1.

In practice, the electronic signal can be well fitted by t
cross-correlation function and its time derivatives as@50#

DD~v2 ,td!5c1Fcc„v2 ,td~v2!…1c2Fcc8 „v2 ,td~v2!…

1c3Fcc9 „v2 ,td~v2!…, ~29!

where td(v2) is given by Eq.~11!. This can be obtained
directly by expanding Eq.~25!.

For NC probe pulses, b50, and Eq.~23a! becomes

DDe~v2 ,td!52K expF2
td
2

t1
2~112j2!

G
3sinF 2j2

112j2
td~v22V2!G , ~30!

where K5De
0 exp@j4 t1

2(v22V2)/(112j2)#. If j5t2 /t1!1,
which is of particular interest for a hole-burning experime
@1,2,5#, Eq. ~30! simplifies to

DDe~v2 ,td!'2De
0 exp~2td

2/t1
2!sin@2j2td~v22V2!#.

~31!

Simulations are shown in Fig. 3 for parametersj50.1, t1
550 fs, andt255 fs, which are close to the experiment
conditions in Refs.@1,2,5#. The simulated transient signa
differs from that shown in Fig. 2. First, the calculated sign
at true time zero iszero for any probe wavelength. Secon
the coherent spike is always antisymmetric in time. Thi
the amplitude of the signal iszeroat central probe frequenc
v25V2 and increases with spectral detuning. Again, as
linearly chirped probing, the spike is antisymmetric relati
e
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to V2 . Note that apparent oscillations of the electronic sig
in Fig. 3 should not be confused@51# with nuclear oscilla-
tions excited by the impulse-stimulated Raman-scatter
~ISRS! process discussed below.

2. Impulsive-stimulated Raman-scattering contribution

This contribution to the nonresonant signal arises fr
low-frequency vibrations excited by an ultrashort pum
pulse@52,53# and enters through the first term in Eq.~12a!.
We begin with the underdamped casegn,vn . The corre-
sponding response function has the form@47#

Rn~ t !5sn exp~2gnt !sinvnt, ~32a!

Rn~V!5T„Rn~ t !…5
sn

2 S 1

ign1vn2V
2

1

ign2vn2V D .

~32b!

Using Eqs.~13a! and~32b!, the ISRS signal can be written a

DD ISRS~v2 ,td!5~Dn
0/2!

3Re$@W~z1!2W~z2!#exp~B2/4A!%.

~33!

FIG. 3. Same as in Fig. 2, but the electronic signalDDe(v2 ,td)
is simulated for NC probing with Eq.~30! for t255 fs.
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Here Dn
052v2t1Apua1u2sn , z1,25 ignAA2B/2AA

6vnAA, and parametersA and B are defined by relations
~13c! and~13d!. We discuss now several limiting cases wh
Eq. ~33! can be simplified.

Overlapped pump and probe pulses@ td1t0(v2)→0#. In
this case,uzu!1, W(z)'11 i2z/Ap, giving

DD ISRS~ td→0!'2~2Dn
0/Ap!Im@vnAAexp~B2/4A!#.

~34!

By comparing with Eq.~23a! for the electronic contribution
we see that in this region of time delays the ISRS sig
reproduces the shape of the electronic response. Theref
time correction can be performed with the ISRS contribut
if the electronic signal is smaller in magnitude.

Well-separated pulses.For td1t0(v2)@t1 , uzu@1, and
W(z)'2 exp(2z2), the ISRS signal becomes

DD ISRS'Dn
0 Re$exp~F!@exp~2 ivnC!2exp~ ivnC!#%.

~35!

Here F[F11 iF252A(vn
22gn

2)1 ignB and C[C1

1 iC252gnA1 iB. The final expression for the signal is

DD ISRS'2Dn
0 exp~F1!Asin2 F21sinh2 vnC2

3sgn~cosF2 sinhvnC2!

3sin$w2~sgn@ tanF2 cothvnC2# !

3vn@ td1t0~v2!#%, ~36a!

w5@sgn~ tanF2 cothvnC2!#~vngnt1
2/2!~112j2/uau2!

1arcsin~ ucosF2 sinhvnC2u/Asin2 F21sinh2 vnC2!.

~36b!

In the case of NC probe pulses, b50, a51, C2
et
er
tu
is

e

l
e a
n

5t2
2(v22V2), andF25gnC2 . If in addition vngnt1

2!1,
j!1, the phasew becomesw'p/2 and the signal simplifies
to

DD ISRS'C1~v22V2!exp~2gntd!cos~vntd!. ~37!

Here the coefficientC152Dn
0t2

2vn exp@2t1
2(vn

22gn
2)/4# re-

flects the amplitude dependence on the pump pulse dura
Note that the amplitude of oscillations changes linearly w
detuning from the central frequencyV2 ; it is positive when
v2.V2 and negative forv2,V2 . This may be treated a
inversion of the phase of oscillations at zero detuning@52#.

Next, we considerSC probingassuming linear chirp. Fo
gn!vn,1/t1 , i.e., for an underdamped mode which is im
pulsively excited, one obtains, from Eq.~36a!,

FIG. 4. Scheme of the experimental setup. For details,
Sec. III A.
DD ISRS~v2 ,td!'C1 exp$2gn@ td1t0~v2!#%sgn~v22V2!A~bt2
4vn

2/uau2!21@vnt2
2~v22V2!/uau2#2 sin$vn@ td1t0~v2!#%.

~38!
The amplitude factor has a square-root dependence on d
ing from V2 . This dependence is weak since the second t
under the square root is smaller than the first term for de
ing up to 4000 cm21. Note that the phase of oscillation
shifted byp/2 compared to the case of NC probe pulses@52#.

3. Raman contribution

The Raman contributionDDR(v2 ,td) is given by the sec-
ond term in Eq.~12a! together with the nuclear part of th
response in Eq.~22!. It can be also obtained from Eq.~16b!
as

DDR~v2 ,td!5DR
0 Re$~1/A2d!

3@W~z1!2W~z2!#exp~B2/4A!%, ~39!

where, as before,z1,25 igRAA12(B1/2AA1)6vRAA1, A1
un-
m
n-

52A/d, B15@4A(v22V1)2B#/d, d511j2/a, and DR
0

52v2t1Apua1u2sR . When deriving Eq.~39!, vR@1/t1 was
assumed. Close to the resonancesv25V16vR , Eq. ~39!
reads

DDR~v2 ,td!}exp$2@ td1t0~v2!#2/t1
2%Im~1/z121/z2!

5exp$2@ td1t0~v2!#2/t1
2%

3F gR

gR
21~v22V12vR!2

2
gR

gR
21~v22V11vR!2G . ~40!

This expression is valid both for chirped and NC probing@in
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the last caset0(v2)[0#. As is readily seen, there is an emi
sion ~negative signal! at the Stokes frequencyv25V12vR
and an absorption~positive signal! at the anti-Stokes side
v25V11vR . The evolution of the transient signal repr
duces the cross correlation between the pump and SC pr
with a width of t1 , for 2bt1

2.1. Since for a strong Rama
mode this signal is usually much higher than the electro
contribution, it allows direct measurement of the cross c
relation at some fixed frequencies.

Note that Eq.~40! is also relevant for two-photon absorp
tion v2ph5V11v2 , when formally substitutingv2→
2v2 , vR→2v2ph, and keeping only the first term in
square brackets.

In the following experimental section, we compare t
above theoretical estimates with experimental results
fused silica and several pure solvents. We also illustrate
PSCP technique by resonant transient spectroscopy of
dye DCM in acetonitrile.

III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Experiment

A scheme of the experimental setup is shown in Fig.
The laser system is based on a distributed feedback dye
@18,54# which operates at a 2-Hz repetition rate. It produc
basic pulses with a duration of 50 fs and energy of 50mJ,
centered at 450, 480, or 530 nm. The fundamental bea
split into two parts. The first, after passing a variable de
stage, is used for optical pumping. The diffraction-limit
beam has a diameter of 100–120mm on the sample with a
pulse energy of 0.5–2.0mJ. The second part, with an energ
of 10–20mJ, is focused with a 200-mm lens~L! into a fused
silica plate~FS!, of 2 mm thickness, to generate superco
tinuum probe pulses. The supercontinuum is flattened s
trally by a homemade filter~F!. This is a fused silica cuvette
with 0.16-mm-thick windows, filled by a mixture of dye
dissolved in methanol. The full thickness of the filter is 0
mm. The quality of the supercontinuum, its stability a
spectral smoothness, depends critically on the pump p
energy, pump beam diameter, and focusing parameter.
best supercontinuum, spectrally broad and smooth, is
duced when working at distances slightly larger than the
cal length and with higher pump energy. However, this le
to an undesirable increase of the spot size on the sampl

The supercontinuum pulses, with an energy,0.1 mJ, are
imaged onto the sample by dispersion-free anastigmatic
tics ~M!. The pump and probe beams intersect at the sam
with an angle of 5°, the probe diameter being 80–100mm.
The sample net thickness is 0.3 mm, and the fused s
windows ~Suprasil I! are 0.16 mm thick. The solution i
flown out of the interaction region after each laser shot.
measurements are performed with parallel pump-probe
larization~except for chloroform!. After interaction with the
sample, the supercontinuum is dispersed by a polychrom
~S! to obtain the signal spectrumI s(E1) which is registered
on a photodiode array with 512 pixels~Hamamatsu!. A part
is split off before interaction and is dispersed and registe
separately~R! for referenceI r . The differential optical signa
DDexpt(v2,td) is obtained as

DDexpt~v2 ,td!52 log10@ I s~E1!/I s~0!#, ~41!
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where I s(0)5I r(I s
B/I r

B), and I s
B and I r

B are obtained from a
special base-line measurement for which the pump
switched off. During the experiment, the base line is c
rected every ten time steps.DDexpt is given by Eq.~2! mul-
tiplied by ln 10'2.3, under the conditionDDexpt,0.1. Typi-
cally, 10–20 measurements are averaged to give
wavelength-dependent signal at every time step of 6.67
The transient spectra are recorded in the range of 350–
nm with a resolution of 1.5 nm. We estimate the absol
error for DDexpt as 0.003.

The intensity autocorrelation of the pump was measu
in the same geometry when replacing the sample by a
mm-thick BBO crystal. Its full width at half maximum
~FWHM! of 65–75 fs~depending on the wavelength of th
pump pulse and other experimental conditions! corresponds
to 45–54-fs pulses; the noncollinear geometry contributes
estimated 15 fs to the measured correlation width. The sp
tral width of the pump pulses of 11–12 nm~400 cm21! gives
a lower limit to the pulse duration of 35 fs.

Solvents ~Merk! and the dye DCM ~4-dicyano-
methylene-2-methyl-6-p-dimethylaminostyryl-4H-pyran,
Lambda Physik! were used as received. All measureme
were performed at ambient temperature.

B. Results and discussion

1. Nonresonant PSCP spectroscopy

We start with the results obtained from two 0.16-mm
thick fused silica windows~empty probe cell!. Figure 5
shows the experimental signalDDexpt(v2,td) ~circles! mea-
sured at different probe wavelengths. The behavior of
signal is in good agreement with simulations of pure el
tronic response shown in Fig. 2 for a linearly chirped S
The positive maximum of the signal shifts in time with prob
wavelength, which reflects the chirp of the experimental
percontinuum. A characteristic shape of the signal, includ
details like a specific asymmetry of the spike on the blue a
red edge of the spectrum, is consistent with Fig. 2.

A more quantitative treatment can be further obtained
measuringt0(v2) and then by fitting the experimental da
with Eq. ~26! or ~29!. The best fit is shown in Fig. 5 by solid
lines through the experimental points; fitting parameters
the time-zero functiont0(v2), the cross-correlation width
tcc, and the amplitude of the signal. The spectral dep
dence of these parameters is displayed in Figs. 6~b!–6~d!.
Figure 6~a! shows the experimental supercontinuum@which
is used for approximating the signal by Eq.~12!# and the
location of the pump pulse. As is seen from Fig. 6~b!, the
chirp of the supercontinuum is nearly linear, with a we
overshoot at the pump wavelength. The cross-correla
width tcc is between 60 and 70 fs over the whole spect
range. Equation~27! predicts the smaller width of 50 fs. Thi
deviation may be due to propagation effects in the sam
which were neglected in theoretical section.

A first estimate fort0(v2) can be obtained directly from
the kinetic traces, by locating the positive maximum of t
signal by inspections and then smoothing the obtained s
tral dependence. This procedure gives a good approxima
to t0(v2) with an accuracy better than615 fs. In the fit, this
parameter and the cross-correlation widthtcc are allowed to
vary within this uncertainty. As a result, the excellent fit
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the experimental signal is obtained. A main conclus
which can be drawn from Figs. 5, 6~b!, and 6~c! is that the
experimental SC can be well described as asingle nonlin-
early chirped pulse, its phase being determined from
t0(v2) dependence by Eqs.~9! and~10!. The spectral depen
dence of the amplitude of the signal is shown in Fig. 6~d!.
On average, the amplitude increases with decreasing p
wavelength. This agrees with the dispersive spectral beh
ior of the hyperpolarizabilityse(v2) @49# for nonresonant
excitation. In addition, it shows spectral gaps and pe
which may be attributed to Raman active modes of fu
silica @55#. We shall come back to these features when
discuss the transient signal from pure acetonitrile.

The next set of experiments was performed with p
chloroform. Figure 7 shows time-corrected kinetic traces
different wavelengths with perpendicular~a! and parallel~b!
pump-probe polarization. Underdamped oscillations, exc
by impulsive stimulated Raman scattering of the pump pu
~at 478 nm!, are seen over the whole spectral range of pr
ing. Fourier spectra of the signal, averaged over the spe
range from 420 to 700 nm, are shown in Fig. 8. They res
in two prominent modes@56# at 367 and 667 cm21. A mode
at 260 cm21, which is pronounced in Kerr-effect studie
@57#, is also visible but its intensity is much lower compar

FIG. 5. Circles: experimental PSCP signalDDexpt(v2,td) ob-
tained from two fused silica windows 0.16 mm thick, with pum
energy of 1.6mJ centered at 476 nm. Solid lines: the best fit of t
signal with Eq.~26!. The spectrum of the experimental superco
tinuum and the fitting parameterst0(v2) together with the cross
correlation widthtcc(v2) are shown in Fig. 6.~OD denotes optical
density.!
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to the fully symmetric 367-cm21 mode. A small peak at 415
cm21 is probably due to a Raman-active mode of fused sil
@55#.

The spike around time zero in Fig. 7 corresponds to
electronic response, as in the case of fused silica. The am
tude of the spike for perpendicular polarization is decrea
approximately by a factor of 3 compared to the case of p
allel polarization. This is consistent with the symmetry pro
erties of the hyperpolarizability tensor@46#. The relative in-
tensities of the electronic spike and of the amplitude
oscillations are directly seen from Fig. 7. It confirms earl
findings @48,49# that the electronic response is considera
higher than the ISRS contribution, even for most promin
low-frequency modes. Solid lines through the experimen
points show a fit of the total signal with Eq.~38!. The phase

-

FIG. 6. ~a! Power spectrum of the experimental supercontinu
~circles! and its approximation by a linearly chirped pulse~solid
line!. The spectrum of the excitation pulse is drawn by a das
line. ~b! Time-zero functiont0(v2) ~with an experimental offset!.
~c! Cross-correlation widthtcc(v2). ~d! Amplitude of the electronic
signal as derived from the experimental data of Fig. 5.
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of the oscillations and their decay rate obtained from this
are plotted in Fig. 9 in the spectral range 450–750 nm. T
averaged decay time of the oscillations is'3 ps. The phase
is close to zero as predicted by Eq.~38!; the deviation of
~2p/8! reflects our accuracy of 10 fs in determiningt0(v2).
In principle, the obtained spectral dependence can be use
improve the time-zero correction.

We conclude this subsection with experimental results
pure acetonitrile. Figure 10 shows time-corrected kine
traces at fixed probe wavelengths which were measured
the pump pulse centered at 450 nm. New features here
strong Raman contributions from CH~2950 cm21! and CN
~2250 cm21! stretching modes@56# of pure acetonitrile. The
CH mode is seen as anti-Stokes absorption at 396 nm an
Stokes emission at 518 nm in accordance with Eq.~40!.
Similarly, the CN mode gives the signal at 408 and 498 n
At these wavelengths the Raman contribution is compara
in magnitude to the electronic response. This results i
complicated shape of the signal at 498 mn where the
contributions have opposite sign. The strong CH mode gi

FIG. 7. Time-corrected PSCP signal~circles! from pure chloro-
form for perpendicular~a! and parallel~b! polarization between the
pump and SC probe. Solid lines show the best fit with both
electronic@Eq. ~29!# and ISRS@Eq. ~38!# contributions. Only the
dominant 367-cm21 mode is included in the fit. Probe wavelengt
are given as insets.
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a signal which is much higher than the electronic respon
Therefore the pump-probe cross-correlation widthtcc can be
measured directly at the corresponding wavelengths of
and 518 nm. This gives 60 and 50 fs, respectively.

The Raman part of the transient signal is best seen in
frequency domain. The dotted line in Fig. 11 represents
time-corrected spectrum of pure acetonitrile at zero de
Here the electronic response is recognized as a positive b
ground, while the Raman contributions are seen as peaks
gaps for positive and negative detunings from the pump
quency. Generally, the behavior of the signal is similar
that shown in Fig. 6~d! for fused silica. However, for fused
silica, the electronic response is dominant~the total signal is
positive for all probe frequencies!, while for acetonitrile the
Raman part is much more pronounced, so that a nega
signal is observed at negative detuning.

A further step in the analysis of the Raman contributio
can be taken by integrating the experimental transient spe
over time around zero delay. As predicted by Eq.~28!, the
electronic contribution vanishes in this case and the in
grated signal is exclusively due to Raman modes. In Fig.
the time-integrated~from 2150 to 250 fs! spectrum is shown
as a solid line. Indeed, the signal is now antisymmetric re
tive to zero detuning, as is expected for a pure Raman s
trum, the modes@56# at 900 and 1400 cm21 being much
better visible. It is interesting that the 380-cm21 mode, seen
as oscillations in the time domain@57# ~and also in our
pump-probe measurements which are not shown here!, ap-

e

FIG. 8. Power spectral density of the ISRS oscillations~the
electronic contribution is excluded! shown in Fig. 7, averaged ove
the probe spectral range 450–700 nm.
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pears in the frequency domain similar to higher frequen
modes, with its amplitude negative~positive! for negative
~positive! detuning. Thus an apparentp jump of the phase of
oscillations, when crossing zero detuning@52#, can be ex-
plained as a change from emission to absorption.

Now we turn to the resonant PSCP spectroscopy of
dye DCM in solution@21#.

2. Resonant PSCP spectroscopy of the dye DCM in acetonitri

Figure 12~a! shows the stationary absorption and emiss
spectra of DCM in acetonitrile. The Stokes shift between
absorption and emission band is'6000 cm21. The pump
pulse at 531 nm is adjusted to a far red edge of the abs
tion band to excite only the 09→08 vibronic transition and,
hence, to avoid vibrational relaxation in the excited state
after pumping. Time-corrected transient absorption spe
are shown in Fig. 12~b! from 0 to 60 fs in 20-fs steps an
from 80 to 400 fs in 40-fs steps~c!. Before 60 fs, when pump
and probe pulses overlap, prominent spectral structure is
served, which can be explained as follows. The spectral g
at 629 and 603 nm~and the peaks at 460 and 473 nm! are
due to nonresonant Raman scattering from pure acetoni
as is evident by comparison with Fig. 11. At these wa
lengths, the solvent contribution is comparable to the re
nant part of the signal. For other spectral regions, the solv

FIG. 9. ~a! Spectral dependence of the phasew and ~b! decay
rategn of the 367-cm21 mode seen as oscillations in Fig. 7. The
is obtained with Eq.~36!.
y

e
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e
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st
ra

b-
ps

le,
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nt

signal is relatively small even at early time; hence, the res
the structure can be assigned to the solute. This spe
structure can be well described by a single vibrational mo
with frequency of 1550 cm21, which is active both in the
ground and excited states. In this picture, the gap at the p
wavelength corresponds to a 08→09 transition and contains
three contributions@6–8,15,21#: ~i! from the population
‘‘hole’’ created by pumping in the ground electronic stat
~ii ! from the population ‘‘particle’’ in the excited state, an
~iii ! due to coherent~Raman! processes. The redshifted ga
at 580 nm corresponds to the 09→18 transition from the
particle and contains contributions~ii ! and ~iii !. Similarly,
the blue shifted gap corresponds to the 08→19 transition
from the hole and contains contributions~i! and ~iii !. The
dominant vibrational mode is seen as a Franck-Condon
gression in the far-red part of the spectrum, at 687 nm, wh
it contributes through the 09→38 transition. Although the
signal is small there, it is well reproducible for different e
perimental conditions. There must also be a contribut
from the same mode around 630 nm~09→28 transition!, but
here it is masked by the solvent signal.

FIG. 10. Time-corrected PSCP signalDDexpt(v2,td) from pure
acetonitrile. The pump is centered at 450 nm. Probe wavelen
are shown as insets. The Raman contribution due to the
stretching mode at 2950 cm21 is seen at 396 nm~anti-Stokes ab-
sorption! and at 518 nm@Stokes emission; cf. Eq.~40!#.
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It is interesting to compare the transient spectra of F
12~b! with those measured by Brito Cruzet al. @1# for an-
other dye, cresyl violet in ethylene glycol. These worke
applied 10-fs NC probe pulses to observe a spectral struc
in their transient spectra, which was due to a 600-cm21 in-
tramolecular vibrational mode of cresyl violet. In our expe
ment, we are capable of obtaining similar results with
probing for which the total pulse duration is a few hundr
fs.

The spectral evolution of the transient signal at later tim
from 80 to 400 fs, is displayed in Fig. 12~c!. The signal
decreases in the range 500,l,590 nm and increases in th
red part of the spectrum, showing an isosbestic point at
nm. This indicates@21# a state-to-state intrachromophore r
laxation process with a time constant of 140 fs. It is intere
ing that in the blue part of the spectrum (l,490 nm), where
the excited state absorption is dominant, the signal stays
stant in time. This suggests that whichever relaxation p
cesses take place in the excited electronic state, the spe
evolution of the signal in the red part (l.490 nm) is not
influenced by the excited-state absorption.

Relevant information concerning intramolecular rela
ation processes can be also obtained from the time dom
Figure 13 shows kinetic traces from 520 to 630 nm w
10-nm steps. Here the pump pulse is tuned to 470 nm, c
to the absorption maximum. Underdamped oscillations of
transient signal are clearly visible up to 1 ps. By chan
their frequency of 392 cm21 is close to that in pure aceton
trile. Since these oscillations have been observed by u
methanol also, they are attributed to the excited ch
mophore. Figure 14 shows the spectral dependence of
amplitude of the oscillations. Note that the amplitude ma
mum is at 590 nm, which is also the location of the isosbe
point in Fig. 12. Although at present we have no explanat
of this correlation, we show this result as an illustration
potential capabilities of the PSCP technique.

FIG. 11. Time-corrected transient spectrum of pure acetoni
at zero delay~dotted line! and the time-integrated spectrum fro
2150 to 250 fs~solid line!. This integration removes the electron
contribution@cf. Eq. ~28!#.
.
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IV. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION

A. Characterization of the supercontinuum

One of the main results of this article deals with chara
terization of the supercontinuum. Starting with the repres
tation of the SC probe as a single chirped pulse, we ca
lated the transient PSCP signal in the nonresonant c
Excellent agreement between the theoretical estimates a
whole body of experimental results on fused silica and p
solvents then proves the validity of our treatment. Furth
more, this provides criteria by which one can experimenta

e

FIG. 12. ~a! Absorption and stimulated emission spectra~for
cross sections! of the dye DCM in acetonitrile. A stick spectrum o
the dominant vibrational mode~1550 cm21! is also shown.~b!
Transient spectra from 0 to 60 fs in 20-fs steps with SC prob
after time correction. The pump pulse of 0.4mJ is centered at 531
nm. The detuning of the spectral peaks and holes from the pu
frequency is given in cm21. ~c! Same as in~b!, but from 80 to 400
fs in 40-fs steps. Arrows indicate the evolution of the signal.
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check the applicability of the supercontinuum for the PS
spectroscopy. These criteria are the following:~1! the non-
resonant transient signal must show a specific shape o
electronic response, and~2! high-frequency Raman mode
must be seen on the Stokes and anti-Stokes sides from
pump wavelength. When these conditions are fulfilled,
supercontinuum is properly adjusted, and it can be fu
characterized by its chirp through thet0(v2) dependence and
by its spectral shape, which is measured directly.

We stress the significance of the careful adjustment of
supercontinuum for obtaining high-quality transient spec
Although practical recommendations for handling the sup
continuum were given in Sec. II B, the adjustment will
different for every individual experimental setup. In this r
spect, the above-mentioned criteria are of particular imp
tance. Recently, Rankaet al. @58# observed splitting and
spectral broadening of femtosecond pulses in transparent
dia. They assigned this phenomenon to an initial stage
supercontinuum generation when the energy of the in
pulse is relatively low. This kind of supercontinuum can
recognized by its narrow spectral width and must be avoi
in PSCP experiments.

As has been mentioned in Sec. I, the chirp of the sup
continuum and the cross-correlation width can be also m
sured by a nonlinear crystal, in accordance with Eq.~27!. In
this case, however, one must replace the sample by the
tal and then replace again the crystal by the sample. T
operation disturbs the adjustment of the optical system
should be avoided. Also the phase-matching geometry
detecting the sum-frequency signal differs from that for
pump-probe experiment. Thus the registration channel m
be readjusted completely or another registration system
be involved. It is also essential that the spectral intensity
the supercontinuum must be sufficiently low to exclude s
action of the probe field, which in turn prevents measur
the sum-frequency signal with a good signal-to-noise ra
These and others technical complications lead to error
determiningt0(v2) and tcc(v2). Our method is free from

FIG. 13. Time-corrected kinetics for DCM in acetonitrile. Ap
parent oscillations, due to ISRS resonance excitation, are visible
probe wavelengths from 520 to 650 nm. The pump pulse of 1mJ is
tuned to 470 nm.
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these disadvantages, and it allows the characterization o
supercontinuum exactly at the same conditions as for pu
probe measurements. In addition, the measured pure so
~substrate! signal can be subtracted from the total to obta
the transient absorption spectra exclusively from the sam

B. Time-zero correction and early transient spectra

The next important point concerns the theoretical tre
ment of the PSCP experiment in the resonance case.
have shown in Sec. II B that for a relatively slow respon
function R(t) @when R8(t)/R(t),1/(20 fs)#, the time-
corrected transient spectra reproduce those obtained
spectrally tunable nonchirped probe pulses. Thus theo
@2,5–11# of pump-probe measurements, developed earlier
NC pulses, can be applied as they are. For a fast resp
function, the time-correction procedure also gives qualitat
insight into the early time behavior, but the transient sig
should be calculated with Eq.~12!.

The accuracy of time correction of'10 fs, which was
experimentally achieved for this study, allows the analysis
early transient spectra such as shown in Fig. 12~b!. On this
time scale one may neglect slower intramolecular proces
and consider only solvent relaxation~broadening! to be rel-
evant. Then the signal can be calculated for a model respo
function, taking into account both coherent and sequen

or

FIG. 14. ~a! Averaged power spectrum of the oscillations se
in Fig. 13 and~b! amplitude of the dominant 392-cm21 mode of the
oscillations as a function of the probe wavelength.
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~population! terms. Recently, Conget al. @34# performed
such calculations, in the frame of the Brownian oscilla
mode @6#, to treat their degenerate pump-probe experim
on the dye HITCI in ethylene glycol. The same approach
be applied in our case, with the advantage that the trans
signal can now be fitted over the whole spectral range
probing. Thus early transient spectra of chromophors in
lution can be used as a test for theories of solvation.

Finally, the time-zero problem exists even for nonchirp
probing, as it is obvious from Fig. 3. Monitoring the no
resonant electronic response should provide precise timin
this case also. For 10-fs pump and probe pulses, one
expect an accuracy of timing of 0.5 fs. This will allow pr
cise measurements of the phase of oscillations, resona
excited in the probe molecule. As has been shown@43,59#,
this phase is sensitive to electronic dephasing processes
,
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In conclusion, we presented the theoretical and exp
mental background of the PSCP technique for trans
broadband absorption spectroscopy with supercontinu
probing. With 50-fs pump pulses, the technique allows
analysis of experimental data both in the time and freque
domain with time resolution of 10 fs. We believe that wi
the clarification of inherent problems of the technique,
made in this article, the method will be widely used for u
trafast spectroscopy in condensed phases.
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